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Abbreviations and Acronyms

Unity A game engine with programming language in C sharp
Unreal A game engine created by Epic with main program-

ming language C++
MOBA Multiplayer Online Battle Arena
Dota Defense of the Ancients
LoL League of Legends
MMO Massive Multiplayer Online
Game Engine Tools for making games
C++ Programming language
DMA Deathmatch Arena
DM Deathmatch game mode where the objective is to kill

everyone until the win condition is met
TDM A team based game mode centered around destroying

the enemy team until the win condition is met.
PUBG A multiplayer battle royal game called PlayerUnk-

nowns Battlegrounds.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Millions around the world play games throughout the world, and the com-
puter gaming business, in addition to being a source of amusement and plea-
sure, is also a worth billions of dollars sector. Multiplayer games capture a
wider following since they allow players to compete against one another and
give more entertainment than single player games. One of the two genres has
produced one of most successful PC games in history,based on their addictive
game play type and competitive nature is a source to their success. The main
the difference between a battle royale game and a multiplayer online combat
arena games. A battle royale game is a game format where a huge number
of people compete to be the last player alive [4]. MOBA is a multiplayer on-
line battle arena game where teams of players compete together to complete
a single objective in a competitive environment. In recent years the trend
for online battle arena games has exploded with MOBA games and Battle
Royale games such as Fortnite and PUBG [1, 4, 6]. A contributing success to
Fortnite is partially due to the strong feeling of community that is supportive
and sociable. Fortnite is like a platform that connects individuals from all
around the globe together and enables them to socialize. Cooperative games
provide a fresh perspective on the game. Traditionally competitive games are
summarized as one player can only win if the other loses. Cooperative games
have a distinct structure. In cooperative games, players are not competing
against one another. Instead, they all work toward a common goal, and
everyone wins or loses together. The joy comes from the games friendship
and struggle, not being the last person left alive while in cooperative games
no one gets killed. The desire to outperform others in order to differentiate
oneself is no longer present [20, 35]. Cooperative games are available for ev-
eryone and in a variety of contexts. They include anything from card games
to board games. There are many differences however they all have similar
advantages. Cooperation is taught through teamwork, communication and

8



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 9

collaborating in collective problem-solving and are all examples of teamwork
to name a few. Cooperative skills can only be developed with a bit of train-
ing, which would be exactly what cooperative play provides [25].Cooperative
games motivate cooperation in another way. They show that working to-
gether is a practical necessity. Especially in today’s complex world, we are
interdependent. We need to cooperate to get things done. The coopera-
tive board game Pandemic by Matt Leacock models this with a simulated
disaster[18]. Our planet is being infected with a virus. Teams take on the
positions of investors whom will pool their resources, talents, and knowledge
in order to rescue civilization. Everything will be lost if there is no efficient
teamwork.
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1.1 Problem statement

Since the release of doom in 1993, multiplayer modes has been a staple in
most shooters[34]. The current theme in the gaming world has been centered
around the battle royal and arena based shooter games. The question from
hungry gamers looking for the next step is ”What is the next iteration of
these arena games?”. Arena based games have followed a specific formula in
game design[4, 29]:
- Specific arena level design.
- Pushing players together the longer the game progress.
- Multiple variety to play the same game. ( team vs. team , single player vs
other single players)
- Balanced competitive game mechanics.
However the current game mode has remained stale since the release of PUBG
in 2016 and Fortnite in 2017. Multiple game companies have tried to iter-
ate on this formula with limited success such as Apex Legends in 2019 by
Respawn Entertainment. As of late even these games have had to expand the
game modes to make their games stand out[28, 33]. Fortnite added creative
mode which allowed players to create their own game modes like Jumping
Puzzles, Apex Legends in 2021 added 3 vs. 3 team death match game mode
which gave a small rise in player counts. However not many have tried to
add additional cooperative game play mechanics to this game mode, and for
this reason it is unknown if such changes to the game mode could be a new
success[31]. For this reason the goal of this thesis is to study the current
battle arena concept and try to expand upon it by introducing a few changes
to the game plat mechanics and adding more cooperative game play.
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1.2 Project background

The main goal for this project was decided to create a battle arena game since
the battle arena genre has slowly split into multiple subcategories with very
complicated competitive game play. While others focus on simplicity in the
mobile marketplace. The aim of this thesis was to show that a multiplayer
online battle arena game can be created with simplicity and complex game
mechanics to create an enjoyable experience without having to follow trends
at a specific time. Games can use well established and working templates
with modern aesthetics. During development my motivation changed from
simply making a prototype game to learning more about how games evolve
from concept to polished games, and how the players evolved with the game.
As a learning outcome for this project one of the key goals was to start with
a simple idea and with the help of testers evolve the game to reach a “sweet
spot” that the game was easy to learn but also had a good skill ceiling so that
players could keep evolving and improve. This gave me a good foundation to
understanding how game companies gave to evolve their game while keeping
the core concept alive.
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1.3 Structure of the Thesis

This thesis consists of two parts with separate objectives, the first was to ex-
plain how the battle arena game was designed using design tools and method-
ologies. The design phase focuses on how to plan and design each part of the
game and how it is supposed to work before actual development can begin.
Design phase started with looking at the current available games researching
to good and the bad of each of them by analyzing each game and finding
out what makes games good and from there taking these good parts into
a game design document to create a clear road map for development. The
second part was to create a game client prototype that could communicate
with the game server and allow players to play online with other players.
The development phases of the game client will not be discussed in detail as
they are beyond the scope of this thesis and will focus more on game testing,
development problems and design decisions. During the development phase,
several game prototypes were tested, these prototypes were based on old bat-
tle arena games that would be used as a model. The goal of the test was to
find simple and fun game play features that players would like to use in the
final prototype. The games that were tested one by one had limited func-
tionality so as not to over-stimulate the tests or cause distractions. These
features were controls, combat, matchmaking, and user interface. The game
test results would help create a clear development road map. The testing
phases would be considered successful if the feature score was high enough
and would be discarded if the feature was complex for users or not pleas-
ant. The final chapter of this thesis concludes what was learned during the
development, mistakes that happened and how this project ended.



Chapter 2

Background

In the past decades online gaming has gone from household entertainment
to million euro tournaments with sponsors and teams that play online games
for multiple hours a day to hone their skills. Ever since I was a child I have
been fascinated about games and how they work, I have played and worked
with games for many years. This chapter will focus on explaining the core
concepts of game design , prototyping and online gaming in general to help
the reader understand the later chapters.

2.1 Game design

The primary goal of the game design phase is to describe how everything
works, how it responds to player decisions, how the controls work, and how
everything should look. The game designer’s goal is to give players the ability
to make meaningful decisions while playing the game. Development must be
completed before development can begin. The first step of design is to create
a design document that gives a complete overview of the entire game. The
design document can be split into multiple smaller documents that go into
more detail for each feature that the game should contain.

2.2 Game prototype

Game prototyping is an essential step in the game development process. This
entails developing a method to test the game’s concept, to see if the feature or
idea can be put into practice before investing too much money and time in the
project. Prototype development is also used to find ways to improve certain
game mechanics and make them more enjoyable. It makes no difference if the
prototype is successful or not, since the goal is to quickly create something to
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CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 14

validate an idea. It is not enough to simply conduct research when beginning
a video game project. Even if the ideas appear to be great and functional,
they must be tested if the video game is to be successful. If you begin the
game prototyping phase early, you will be able to identify various interface
or mechanical problems that can be easily solved.

2.3 Online gaming

Modern video games have evolved from arcade boxes to home entertainment
systems to online universes. Modern day video games contain multiple on-
line features and online gaming is a way to describe video games that use
the internet to connect with other players or services to provide the players
a more enjoyable experience. Since the early 2000 video games have become
more and more online and most have evolved to be pure online from mas-
sive multiplayer online role playing games to simple team versus team death
match brawl games, online gaming will keep evolving and be the main source
players play video games in the future as well.



Chapter 3

Designing the game

This chapter describes the most important stages of battle arena games de-
sign process. This chapter is split into multiple sub sections that go into more
detail of how the design process works and what was the results.The process
of creating material and procedures of a game is known as game design. A
good game design refers to the process of setting and achieving goals that a
player is motivated to attain and procedures that a player must follow as he
makes meaningful decisions in pursuit of those goals. [8, 21, 27] That said
i knew this would be an uphill battle since designing a battle arena game
let alone making it online would be easy. So before designing I had to take
inspiration and see other games how they were made and I started with the
original arena shooter Quake by John and Adrian Carmack together with
John Romero and [11] how they went from a single player game to a only
online death match game.

15
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3.1 Brainstorming

From the start of the project many design meetings were held to discuss
ideas for the type of game we wanted to create. Some of these meetings were
held in collaboration with other game developers, who provided guidelines on
what to expect from the process. Part of the guidelines were that the subject
of what types of multiplayer games are available, since the game would be
mostly played online this would be central to the game, and that the target
audience would be aged 12 to 18. Multiple ideas were discarded during this
meeting due to the fact that they were too ambitious or too complex for such
a small project with a single developer. The initial idea was to have a plan
done withing a month and development would soon start shortly after, this
lead to the initial idea what the first playable version would be already in
January of 2020. However the schedule soon turned out to be too ambitious,
and a more concrete plan had to be made and divide the game into multiple
focus areas that would be prototypes and tested individually.Play tests were
also a thing that had to be scheduled and a group of testers needed to be
selected from a close group of volunteers and friends. The play tests would
help focus on recent features and find flaws in the game design at an early
stage[21, 23]. This lead to me also adding in the schedule that each stage
of development had to have its own test phase and each feature would be
tested and iterate before it could be called done.After multiple iterations the
first plan was to create a coop battle arena game that would focus on a two
player versus two player game mode, and the game would be based on a
classic RPG game called Diablo 2. This was because the game mechanics
were simple and all movement and actions would be done using only the
mouse.In hindsight this was not a wise decision since the game camera can
always be changed and is not so difficult, but instead the game should have
chosen a more traditional game style such as first person or third person,
since multiple game templates of these already exist and they are easier to
prototype. After the main game idea was settled, it was time to figure out
what type of online game this would be. This was the most challenging part
since there are multiple different ways to develop online games however I
decided for this scope I would choose a traditional lobby based game. This
decision I later did not regret since the alternative idea was to create a online
game that players could join on the fly and leave at any time and the game
would continue indefinitely. After a month of meet ups with other developers
to help me narrow out my plan, I had started on creating the design document
of the game that would explain how the game worked, how players connected
to the game lobby’s and all of the game mechanics.
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Figure 3.1: The early concept of the main menu and game lobby.

Once all of the game mechanics were written and properly designed, it
was time to plan what the art of the game would look like and what the
levels would be. Eventually, I came up with the first concept of the battle
arena game. The main menu and how players would connect to games and
how players would spawn into the world and how they would be recognised.
The first concept would be that players spawned in individual rooms across
a gigantic labyrinth, each team would have to find their way in this labyrinth
avoiding traps and fighting non playable characters along the way to the
center. At the center of the labyrinth all players would fight each other and
the last remaining team would be the victor.1

1The earliest version of the game was inspired by the first Diablo games. A dungeon
crawling game that was riddled with traps and dangerous. The game could be played
online either using Blizzard Entertainments services Battlenet or Local Area Network to
host a game and play with friends.
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3.2 Concept design

The first concept described in the previous section was a good place to start
and was accepted by my peers. It appeared to be the most intriguing, but
it was still plagued with design questions that needed to be discussed or
this game would be unplayable. Once the design plans were ready I started
breaking down the features into their own design documents which would
help keep the focus on that specific feature rather than the game as a whole.
The key features were movement, combat, puzzles, level design and cooper-
ation. However, along the way, I kept running into the design constraints
I imposed on myself with the first concept. Specifically, I sensed a need to
better communicate the fundamentals of mobility mechanics, which was rele-
gated to a crucial theme in my initial designs. However, this notion began to
disrupt my efforts to create a more appropriate movement flow in the game.
For two primary reasons. First, the game’s camera was set to a specific angle.
This gave the game a retro feel, but level design constraints quickly became
an issue because the camera couldn’t rotate around to give the player a better
view angle of the surroundings. This would cause the player to have con-
stant blind spots in the level, requiring me to design around this limitation.
The second reason was that due to the simplistic controls of the player that
everything would be handled with mouse gestures, interactions, combat and
movement. This caused the player character to have to sometimes stop to
complete actions.
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Use case. The local player needs to engage in combat but the opposing
player is behind a door that would require interaction. If the opponent player
would stand hear the doorway the local player could run into issues that the
interaction controller would want to interact with the door instead of initiate
combat. These design problems soon started to stack up against me and
we were still at a early design phase. Later on, I realized that the current

Figure 3.2: Screenshot of a early concept with the camera in fixed perspective.

camera system was also influencing a lot of the core game play mechanics,
which turned out to be a big mistake. At this point, I decided it would be a
good idea to gather some feedback and see if the core loop and game feel were
clear enough to continue design work or move into prototyping. Following
an internal play testing session, I wanted to use friends and family to test an
early concept to get a feel for the current game. The benefit of using friends
and family as a play testing group is that they are readily available and easy
to communicate with. [3]. There are some disadvantages to using family and
friends as testers. This group of testers is biased because they usually want
to give only positive feedback in order not to hurt your feelings, and they
will try to like the game even if they wouldn’t in real life. [3, 19].
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Following the play test session, I gathered feedback from all of the par-
ticipants and analyzed the data. The message was clear: the core idea was
sound, but many of the core game mechanics appeared to be poorly accepted
and out of date. As a result, I changed a lot of the game’s mechanics and
feel. The play test sessions proved to be an effective means of validating the
ideas I had for the game. However there are some drawbacks to this as well.
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Figure 3.3: Results in chart form.

For example, your friends may prefer computer games and may not enjoy or
even like mobile games, but they will still provide positive feedback because
they like you, not the game. Or they might be very harsh as they are used
to being honest. [7, 26].
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Family and friends may also have an idea of the game because you may
have told them what you’re working on when you’re socializing with them
in your spare time. Also, because they are already familiar with the game,
they cannot be used as new players after the play test. Online services, such
as PlaytestCloud, can help with this problem because they provide constant
access to new testers. You can also run other types of tests using online
services, such as target audience testing with new players and giving them
specific testing instructions. However I made the decision to use the same
testers for this project and PlaytestCloud after the game had passed the
friend and family test. The second concept of the game significantly altered
the game. The game would transition from a fixed camera to a third person
camera, and the control scheme would be changed to a keyboard and mouse,
allowing the player to freely move the mouse around the world. After a
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Figure 3.4: Results of the second feedback session on a chart.

second play test, I knew this would be the template to use and move forward
with the development.
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3.3 Puzzle Design

The most difficult challenge I faced during the game’s design process was
creating ”fun” and meaningful mechanics for the puzzles [2]. I would spend
time reading articles and books about games and playing different types of
games as part of this process to get a good understanding of puzzles for this
game. That being said, due to recent game changes, several of the puzzles
would have to be altered. The original puzzle concepts were a series of traps
and switches, with players navigating the labyrinth safely by avoiding traps.
To disarm various traps, the player would have to interact with randomly
generated switches throughout the level. Figure above shows the initial idea

Figure 3.5: Concept: Players would step on colored tiles to trigger traps.

and how the camera played a huge part in designing the puzzles. After the
core game changes were made. I had to return to the drawing start and
rethink how the new game would work and how the puzzles would fit into
the core game. 2

2In retrospect I should have taken a deeper look at the different types of puzzles and
if there were possibilities of adding a larger variety of puzzles from the old camera angle.
Since there are also possibilities of creating logic based puzzles that require pushing blocks
[8, 14].
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The following weeks I had to do some personal play testing and figure
out what kind of challenge I wanted to add to my game that would not take
away the main focus of the game. However the puzzles should also be clear
enough to guide the player forward without causing too much confusion and
hindering progression [8, 10]. The conclusion I came to was to create jumping
puzzles, this was also a design decision I would later regret since I did not
consider how this would effect level design and implementation but I will dig
deeper into that in the prototype section.

Figure 3.6: Concept drawing of jumping puzzles.

After a few play tests I had discovered that traditional jumping puzzles
from platform games lacked challenge in certain conditions. To balance out
the lack of challenge [13, 24], I added conditions to few platforms as well as
conditions for triggering them. After play testing the designs I felt that this
was the right approach. This added a much needed flow and felt natural in
the game.
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3.4 Combat Design

Many designers will have to design a combat system at some point in their
careers. I had a difficult time doing this at one point in my teens when I first
got into the modding scene. It was challenging not just to get good results
with my concepts, but rather to obtain knowledge that described the general
general steps adopted by professional battle designers to produce engaging
fighting concepts. My key objective while designing the game play dynamics
of a fighting system is to drive the player to make intelligent judgments and
apply the appropriate ability at the appropriate moment. I want the player
to be able to predict his next move and devise a tactical strategy while in
conflict [34]. There are a variety of techniques that may be used to attain
this goal, but three critical qualities are emphasized here.

- Each ability has to feel unique and needs to fulfill a specific purpose and
needs to give feedback to the player.
- Each ability needs a risk versus reward for using it.
- Each ability should feel unique and balanced to the user.

Although when all of these talents are properly balanced in terms of danger
and reward, providing the player with a variety of skills with different risk
vs. reward factors is typically a smart idea. Because of the player heroes
speed the certainty of the player heroes skills and as an example, if the player
does minimal damage to opposing players unit, and are still able to use spe-
cific attacks safely. Special abilities on the other hand may produce a lot
of power, but due to setup or downtime delays, they’re frequently risky to
employ. You can also utilize talents to fight back against your enemy[36].
Take into account the fact that some skills may be utilized to both attack
and defend against opponents. [35].
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Figure 3.7: Screenshot of original combat. Player shooting fireball.

Consequently if the player uses an action at the incorrect moment, they
runs the risk loosing out on an opportunity to attack an opponent or worse
getting killed. Owing to his failure to counter the adversary and initiating a
counterattack is part of a players risk while utilizing an ability.[17]. In the
beginning I had designed the player would have just one ability, to shoot
fireballs at targets. This was a over simplified way to make sure all players
would all be balanced. Each fireball did equal parts damage, all players
had equal amount of health and there were no modifiers to change this.
After the first play test this turned to be a not so exciting combat system,
after the camera and controls were changed for the game so did the combat
system. I had to go back and plan a new combat system from a third person
perspective.
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The figure below shows how the new combat system was completely dif-
ferent from the original by adding more abilities and advanced combat me-
chanics.

Figure 3.8: The new combat system with animations. Players dueling with
swords

The new combat system included multiple weapon types, armor and abil-
ities for the player. The player could now block with shields, parry incoming
attacks and even surprise attacks if performed from behind opponents. The
combat system was heavily influenced by Dark souls by FromSoftware.
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I wanted to retain some of the old combat system so I included magic
spells also into the design as seen in the figure below. The main goal with

Figure 3.9: New fireball with mouse targeting

the new combat system was to give players a more dynamic approach to
combat. These changes would allow players multiple different options to
engage with other players and opponents on the battlefield, it was no longer
just a who could hit the most fireballs but in stead give more dept and tactics
to a otherwise very dull game.3

3While on paper this sounds like the greatest thing since sliced bread. I would come
to regret making such complex designs. Going from incredibly simple to incredibly hard
without any middle ground. A lesson to learn for future projects is to split big tasks into
smaller ones and take baby stems.
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3.5 Level Design

One of the core parts of a game is good level design[31, 32], at the beginning
of a design, the hardest part is figuring out what is going to be in a level. As
a previous level designer, I tend to day dream and think big although every-
thing i design does not always get implemented especially if I am working in
a large team. When I designed a level, I try to keep a few basic limitations
in mind that i have learned in the past and during this project, I have dis-
covered that most of these relate to most games I’ve ever worked on. I have
listed a few of these points that I keep in mind while designing the level for
the current battle arena game to demonstrate the amount of detail required
to get started.

1. Preparation work Preparing a very well game level design document
allows you to effectively define your level and reduce the likelihood of po-
tential development complications. This will allow you to see the wonderful
thoughts and designs that kept you up all night when you initially started
working on your game level design, as well as which ones should be removed
from the game to make your life easier.[22].

Figure 3.10: Early Level design concept.
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2. Keep the level interactive for more enjoyment When a player begins
to play a video game, they anticipates this to be enjoyable, engaging, and
encourage them to explore as much as possible. Add challenges and obstacles
to the game level design to make everything fun and rewarding. To make the
game enjoyable and rewarding, include difficulties and barriers in the level
design. Players enjoy the feeling of triumphing over obstacles, so make sure
your levels are created to be navigable but not so plain and ordered that they
become dull. [31].

Figure 3.11: Puzzles are being added to the white box level

3. Give the player support You could use a variety of methods to get the
player invested in the game, but you don’t have to provide them with all of
the answers. Illustrations, for example, are a game level design approach that
directs the player’s attention to a specific location, item, or event. These can
be whatever objects, textures or sounds in the game. [31].4

4These helpful tips were part of the reason why the level design did not fail. The reason
why it did fail was more due to technical limitations and not proper design.
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Guides can be used in conjunction with lighting and other approaches to
maximize efficiency. For example, you can create an illuminated region or
have a highlighted train in a cave for a more interesting piece of scenery that
draws the player’s attention and encourages them to explore more. [31].

Figure 3.12: Final level design.

After reading through comments and feedback of why the old level worked
and did not work, I took a look at other similar games and created the level
design i felt most comfortable that I could achieve in this project. The idea
was that each players would spawn in their own rooms on a ground floor of
a tower, the idea was inspired by old 2d platforming games from the classic
Nintendo Entertainment System. The players would have to accomplish tasks
together to proceed further up the tower. At the top of the tower was a arena
for each team to battle it out. The design for the arena was inspired by a
mobile game called Only one. After play test sessions with this level design, i
felt proud of myself because it was very enjoyable and felt right for this type
of game.
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Prototyping

This part covers the most the essential parts of the prototypes created to test
some of the design concepts discussed in previous sections. All of the pro-
totypes provided will be electronic, thus pictures from their implementation
will be used to explain everything. There were no paper prototype made for
said game, except for a few attempts that yielded little useful information.
As a result, these unsatisfactory attempts are not included in this analysis
and have been discarded. Digital prototype production took a substantial
amount of time away from an already strict deadline, and not all of them were
actually necessary.1 For the design workshops, an early version of the battle
arena game was developed. The prototype served as the foundation for the
play test sessions with actual players. The key features that were developed
before the play tests were featured in the prototype[7]. In the prototype,
the player is teamed up randomly with another player and together have to
solve the levels puzzles to reach the final arena and battle the other team
to win.Before the play tests, I created additional features which were not
featured in the prototype. Before moving on with the full game design and
implementation, I wanted to collect the findings from the play test sessions.

1In retrospect, the percentage of digital vs. non-digital prototypes developed for the
game should have been more evenly distributed, or even leaned toward the non-digital
side.
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4.1 The online matchmaker

The first thing I had to decide on when starting the implementation was
which engine i would use to make the game prototype. I had previous ex-
perience with Unity but had difficulty understanding how it could handle
multiplayer games. I had done some prior research into this and while Unity
did contain good example projects of multiplayer games, I ended up with
Epics Unreal Engine just for the fact that I am more familiar with C++
programming which was the main language of Unreal. When developing any
online game, offering a reasonable matchmaking platform should be a must.
The existing matchmaking system in League of Legends, one of the most
popular online video games was one of the key examples that I based my
matchmaker on[5, 9, 12, 20].

Figure 4.1: Matchmaker technical diagram.

There were a lot of things I had failed to consider in the design phase and
perhaps also over estimated my own skill with creating a online game plat-
form. One of the key things that I had not considered was latency between
two machines. For many computer software, the latency between computers
on the Internet can have a significant impact on the user experience. Players
in multiplayer online games, in particular, want to group together such that
those in the current session experience minimal latency[20].

One of the key things I learned and also had to learn was how servers
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and clients communicated between each other and in certain conditions who
was right. While users are waiting for their game to begin, a system that
anticipates latency’s between client pairs allows matching to evaluate many
more client pairings which can result in a more scalable solution. Thank-
fully Unreal Engine came included with a base module for matchmaking and
pairing protocols between clients.

Figure 4.2: First multiplayer test, two clients in a single session.

After the matchmaking component was operational the next step was
testing the client communication to see if both clients updated, sadly after
multiple tests I discovered that the clients were out of sync. Because of the
interactions with other players, ensuring player happiness in online games is
extremely tough. Matchmaking in hostile multiplayer games usually entails
attempting to pair players with comparable skill levels[20].
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However, this is generally predicated on a single-skill rating and implies
that the game balance is the sole element that determines “fun”. For this
reason I made the development decision to remove skill based matchmaking
completely from the prototype and focus on just client pairing.2After edit-
ing the protocol and also creating some components to better handle player
identification in a game session. I created so that the local player would be
a different color and see his team mates in a certain color, while enemy units
were all of a different color. For the prototype I decided to use red and blue
team which decided what color the local player is and his team mates.

Figure 4.3: New updates to client identification.

2While the client out of sync issues were easily fixed, this was just the start of more
problems that I had not anticipated in a online game.
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4.2 The puzzle mechanics

The earliest prototype deals with some of the ideas from the first concept.
At that point, I was still exploring the possibility how to create interactive
puzzles in an online environment. The first set of puzzles were basic and
simple, requiring one player to stand on a button so that a elevator would
activate and allow the other players to progress in the map.

Figure 4.4: Test map with test puzzles.

The process of creating a puzzle is comparable to that of creating a whole
game. The puzzle has initial state and based on the mechanics in the game
this state can be altered.. After deciding on the mechanisms, the designer
modifies them to create new dynamics. There is typically a theme as well.
For example, in the game BioShock, the player may complete a hacking
mini-game to unlock doors and gain control of game objects to progress. [2].
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In the previous figure we see a primitive white box level with two players
trying to get from the start of the level to the end. This proved more chal-
lenging than originally anticipated. The design for the puzzles were basic,
however since I lacked the knowledge of how client to server communication
worked in games I ran into issues. The core principle of how a online system
works is that the server is the game instance that is always correct and has
the latest information[20]. The job of the server is to update all clients in a
session for specific things so all clients have the same information available.
Since the game lacked this at the beginning I had client machines press the
button and these clients did not see the elevators move.

Figure 4.5: Server to client replication illustration.

At this point I started to see a pattern and could predict how the de-
velopment of this prototype would continue. I had to do a lot of research
into how server to client and client to server messaging worked in games to
get a better understanding of the things I was missing. After few weeks of
development I finally had results. All clients were replicating accurately to
some degree and I could progress with prototyping puzzle mechanics.3

3After solving most of the replication issues the puzzles were progressing however there
were some puzzles I had to cut from scope because I failed to fix the replication issue with
them. These were related to platforms moving in a specific patter that caused the player
to see the platform in the correct position however it was not.
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4.3 Level Design

This subsection gives an overview of the levels progress through various stages
of construction. Some of these versions are the result of significant design
decisions that will be discussed further in the subsection.

Figure 4.6: White box level design.

The rooms representing different parts of the level were originally intended
to be unlocked throughout the progress of the game. However that changed
since it felt natural to let the players progress the level with the desired
path and have them arrive at the end for the final fight. At the start of the
prototyping phase no proper assets nor textures were used to avoid focusing
on visual aspect instead of getting the flow correct first. The level design
started with first creating the base rooms of both teams while slowly adding
the puzzle mechanics to the rooms.
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Once the starting rooms were completed a lot of design problems started
to show up when having smaller play test sessions.
-What happens if players stay in the starting rooms and refuse to leave,
could other teams progress to the final arena and be stuck waiting forever
for a team that refuses to participate.
-What happens if a team dies while trying to reach the final arena?
Many more questions kept popping up but these questions were left for Next
step, since if all things were taken into consideration this early in develop-
ment there would be no progress made [23]. Although sometimes frustrating
but I had to evaluate the original level design again and make some small
adjustments to it.4

4At this point this project seemed like a never ending bombardment of questions, I had
a feeling that it would have been better to keep using anonymous testers that were blank
slates so I could focus on getting feedback that was related to the current project.
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Figure 4.7: The tower and arena added to the game.

At this point the level design had changed a bit from the original design
but it also kept lot of the original idea. Improvements to the level were made
that the middle arena was now the divider between the two starting rooms,
and if players refused to leave the starting area the other team could fire
spells at them or hunt them easily, later on I added a instant win mechanic
if only one team was present in the arena. Once the assets were added the
level started to come alive and feel more and more like a real game.
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4.4 Combat

Personally my favorite part of this entire project was designing and imple-
menting the combat system. While at the beginning it was very primitive
with simple fireballs it was the start of something bigger and better. While
developing there are a few things to consider. What’s the best way to pro-
ceed because ”cool” might mean various things to different people? It is
also important to understand the limits and resources to implement your
design using your game engine.[15, 16] From the figure above you can see

Figure 4.8: Screenshot of fireball throwing in first game concept.

the first version of the game and the fireball, this did not change as much
after the game design changed to a 3rd person perspective, the same fireball
mechanics were still used however now a targeting functionality had to be
made to support that players could shoot up and down and anywhere the
mouse was pointing to. Since the combat system originally was very primi-
tive and underwent a lot of design changes to become more complex it was
also important to understand what components I currently had and what
were needed and which could be left out.5

5While the combat system grew during prototyping there is a lot of things not men-
tioned in the scope of this thesis. Audio, visuals and animation play a huge part in making
a immerse and great combat system, however by itself it is enough to cover a whole thesis
on its own and sadly I have to leave a lot out.
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The second part of the combat system was to introduce melee combat
which would allow players a different style of gameplay. Similar to puzzle
design combat originally had huge problems with network related issues and
tracking projectiles and player actions while having the projectiles position
data sync with other clients. However most of these issues were already
fixed early in prototyping when it was first discovered. Individual attacks at
their most primitive level, are hardly enjoyable from the first implementation
since they rely heavily on animations, play, and context. Despite animations
and game play are usually time-consuming and appear to be ”polished” that
can be put off until later, they have a huge influence on each individual
strike[4, 22]. Multiple times during prototyping i came back to polish some
of the combat systems since during play tests there was always something
uncovered that needed to be improved. Another component of a fighting
system is enemy design. A common error in this area is to just copy enemy
mechanics and designs from a number of different games since variety is
key[8, 30], without considering how they go together and what they ask of
the player and how the player may use his tools against them. It is simple to
discover lists of opponents and bosses in various games, but it’s also simple
to believe you need them all or to limit yourself to what you see in those
lists. For this reason we also introduced bots to the game that would act as
simple obstacles for players.

Figure 4.9: Combat bots fighting players.
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I anticipate some difficulties with the way health and mana are repre-
sented to the player to come during the initial playtest. Similarly, the player
testers expressed frustration with the manner each hero’s health was shown.
The manner character health was shown was highly confusing, according to
play testers, and they had to actively seek for it.

Figure 4.10: Game UI of Health , Stamina and Mana.

Additionally, play testers proposed a new approach for how hero health
should be shown. The most popular proposal was that health bars be dis-
played above the heroes. Testers claimed that health bars were more appeal-
ing to look at than the numbers that now indicate each heroes health. When
using the fireball and ranged skills, anticipation is critical. The fireball and
ranged abilities are projectile-firing directed spells. The projectile will fly
in a set path and hit the first target it comes across. Since the player can
predict the trajectories of these projectiles, they may anticipate which heroes
will be impacted by a projectile and make educated judgments about how to
act.
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Figure 4.11: Different types of projectile trajectory in games.

Players can avoid a projectile by maneuvering their heroes out of the
projectiles path. For instance players can protect a specific hero by plac-
ing themselves between the targeted hero and the projectile, deflecting the
projectile and sheltering the intended hero from the coming damage. Over
the course of a few months I organized dozens of play test sessions to polish
the combat system with the most recent combat updates. The goal of each
play test was to find flaws in a specific combat type melee , magic or ranged.
Play tests were carried out with real players and bots, however players were
unaware of how many testers in the game and how many were bots. These
tests gave the most beneficial information on improving the games combat
mechanics and the testers enjoyed these tests the most. At the start of each
session it was clear we pin pointed key flaws in my design and made notes to
polish and iterate on, but as soon as the bots and players entered the arena
it turned into a brawl between players.6

6These combat play tests gave me insight and I could see how my games vision come
true. In the prototype state the game was ugly but at least players had fun and could see
my vision and understand what the end product could be.
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Figure 4.12: Final play test resutls.

The players reaction on the play test was overall positive. While some
gamers still struggled to comprehend how fighting worked, the majority had
mastered the strategy and were able to win their fights.The majority of the
comments focused on the combat game plays clarity, which I corrected before
the next play test. There was some criticism of the level design as well,
although these were small flaws that were swiftly resolved. Based on the
current gamers, the frequency of combat confrontations were good, but it
might be even greater. Battle arenas final prototype was evaluated during
its final play test. This version includes the whole Battle arena prototype. A
completely working level with random combat encounters is included in the
prototype.
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Discussion

This chapter will summarise the project as a whole and give a overview to
the reader from different aspects. The first part will evaluate the game as
a whole and explain what where the things that succeeded and failed and
how this could have been done better. This project did also come with
some limitations and will be explored and things to learn from. This chapter
will conclude with what are the next steps for this project and how it will
continue.

5.1 Games evaluation

The level design process that was used in the project is divided into multiple
stages, which are discussed in detail in the game design section. Game con-
ceptualising, prototyping, performance evaluating levels, and analyzing play
test findings. As the designer and developer throughout the concept phase
the tasks were mostly draw concepts on paper and having open discussions
with other game developers. However, since the level design was small and
compact it meant that development could be started earlier and test the find-
ings. Coming up with new puzzle concept can be a painstaking task since
it can take anywhere from a second to a week of planning, and taking the
design into the game to test it. Depending on the design and scale of the
puzzle itself can take few seconds or hours to figure out how to overcome.
To validate the success of the puzzles, it was not enough to simply concept
on paper, it required play testing and a feel for ’fun’ since in the end that
would be the key to measuring the success. When developing new features
like the combat mechanic, prototyping became extremely crucial. This is dif-
ficult during design to keep track of all the components required to make a
successful system, since during design phase one only looks at the final prod-
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uct but not what were all the key things that goes into making the whole.
This would be one of the things that proves most useful when creating the
game mechanics. As mentioned in the earlier sections the overall success of
the project was due to the constant testing and validating ideas with users.
This was a slow and tedious process to set up play test sessions and configure
clients for the gamers to test the level design , puzzles , game mechanics and
combat. This could take up to few days to weeks to organize since it was not
always possible to arrange a play test session that had access to all candi-
dates on the same day but rather some game sessions were split throughout
a week or a month and divided into smaller pieces. Testing the game like
this is a slow process but gives the results and feedback directly from the
users. To summarize the final thoughts on the games evaluation as a whole,
the game did succeed in meeting the learning objectives of this project, as a
product it failed sadly. There were many issues that arose during the design,
development and testing phase one of which was the limitations.

5.1.1 Limitations

The projects primary drawback is that the game could not be tested with
the intended audience, nor could it be tested using automation. The thesis
focus on identifying a viable set of mechanics and aiming to get the game to
a functioning state, which internal and informal testing were acceptable for,
helped to minimize this restriction. The game was not functional throughout
the majority of the design phase, thus the iterative process of developing
design hypotheses and testing them was focused on establishing a coherent
core game loop that would bring together the needs of modeling a system,
simulation, and testing. Encouraging teamwork and provoking productive
discussion While general assessment was beneficial in revealing problematic
parts of the game, it would be unable to account for the target audience’s
unique demands or the intended implementation environment. It was also
unable to determine what kinds of conversations the game produced among
the target audience in order to determine whether the learning objectives
were accomplished or whether the game was successful in developing their
interest at all.
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5.1.2 What went right

The game design was spot on, resulting in an engaging and absorbing game
play experience for vivid gamers. Part of this success was attributed to
the iterative process to puzzle dynamics creation that was stressed in the
subsection about puzzle design 3.3. Ongoing prototyping and concurrent
play testing were crucial not just to develop such games but also to test
them. One could only see what could be normally hidden by our precon-
ceptions via eyes of the participants. Although this was a single person
project, communication was effective throughout the development process.
Tallying up developers and feedback from testers could gather on a frequent
basis, especially throughout the concept design phase, to assess the newest
developments in the game’s development. We’d listen to their input and
then make the necessary corrections for the following meeting. This project
is reflection of my love for the game industry. Battle arena was a worthy
12 month experience to spark my interest in creating games again. In the
beginning of this project there was a mindset that it would be an easy job,
since I had previously worked on games and published one as well, but games
come in different shapes and sizes and creating just one game does not mean
you know everything there is to know. This game was my first attempt at
creating a online game and there were indeed challenges and things I could
have done better. However the things that I think worked the most was the
testing. I had a group of friends and family that were willing to partici-
pate and suffer through this games development process and their feedback
helped shape it. Things that I could have done better was indeed schedul-
ing my work and prioritising tasks. This game was originally planned to be
developed in 6 months including design phase, however it took me over 12
months to complete and it is still not in a stable state. Although there is no
obvious mainstream reference in the game, having a strong understanding of
pop media aided me in the game creation process. Novelties can assist you
capture the attention of an audience if you have understanding of popular
media. The majority of people are highly familiar with widespread; hearing
a references to popular media makes gamers feel comfortable and pleased, as
if they own it. I frequently try to incorporate allusions from real-life events,
movies, and games into my work.
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5.1.3 What went wrong

Probably, the thin line separating design, testing and development in the
game’s project life cycle has already been noted by viewers. Because the
differences wasn’t apparent enough earlier when it was being planned. When
developing parts of the games and submitting them for peer review and test-
ing, the whole game was still on sticky notes and not yet fully planned out.
During some of the early testing and confusion of players was the overall
goal and what the game was all about. Early testing were being validated
that previously discussed should not be included. This caused a lot of con-
fusion and was all due to lack of proper planning, to give the full picture of
the game. A lot of the problems that occurred due to the lack of planning
was that the schedule of the project was pushed back and delayed. With a
proper plan for the game and scheduled play tests or a platform for users
to test the product at certain stages would have helped avoid a lot of these
issues. Project management was adopted early in the project but due to the
project being a one man operation it slowly died out. In hindsight looking
back at things the project scope was too big and the project too ambitious,
the project could have easily been divided into multiple sections and divided
with multiple people to create a proper game. However due to lack of expe-
rience it was not clear what a huge project this turned out to be. The early
production process was attributed to lack of expertise of best practices for
Unreal Engine game development and network programming. The game was
supposed to be a prototype as it was in the end however all the concepts were
prototyped to finalise and validate if they felt right for the game that was
being created. Unfortunately, most of these prototypes were done with trial
and error and force to fit together. The only saving grace for this was Unreal
Engine had a extensive library and community support with templates that
could be used as references. Additionally, because the game’s basic concept
evolved substantially throughout the concept design phase, most of the logic
created for the early prototypes blocked the code base and propagated across
subsequent reasoning.
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A contributor to the slow progress of the game was also the interest and
desire to complete the game fell out of favour due to the improper scheduling
and lack of structure to create it. When parts of the game were being designed
but feedback pointed in a different direction and caused progress to slow
down, this took away some of the momentum that had been built up from
the start of the project, the initial excitement and interest to make something
great. My own opinion of the project and the game as a whole is that with
such a small test group and a stable prototype. It is hard to say if the game
would succeed or could be a new approach. The original design changed
so much that the original target audience that was being targeted would
probably not like what was created. The game was fun on a basic level, it
could yet grow and with proper structure it most certainly can.

5.2 Next steps

The design of game mechanics that would complement the learning objectives
and form a coherent core gaming experience which was the emphasis of the
design approach described in this thesis. This projects end was only the
starting step toward creating a playable game, but there is still a lot of space
for development. If the fourth play test showed though anything it would
be that there could be potential for a game but it would require a lot of
work to get working. The first steps to assuring that would be to fix the
following. Optimize the core game mechanics. Improve the net code of the
game for smoother game play. Fix the bugs that were discovered during play
test for the puzzles and level design. Improve the combat and balance of
the game. Improve the structure of the game and make it more clear how
to play. Create a better user interface for players. Based on the results of
all the feedback and play test sessions, I believe that I achieved all my goals
for this project, which was to design and create a prototype for an online
battle arena game. My personal learning goals that I set out at the start of
this thesis has also been met, I learned so much on multiplayer games and
will continue to develop the components that are still broken in the current
build. However careful and detailed planning is key to the success of my
future project. The play tests indicate that the majority of the players feel
that the overall enjoyment was fairly positive in the game. Although i had a
fairly small sample size in my testers of close friends and family that probably
did dilute and influence the results. To improve the importance of the play
test findings, future play tests should have bigger play test groups.
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The following are some specific topics that might be of interest for future
investigation: The number and length of combat confrontations that offer
gamers with the best possible game play experience. Introduce more items,
skills and combat mechanics. Adding more variety to the existing range and
magic combat. Existing fireballs are good but some players felt they wanted
to see ice and lighting. Throughout this thesis, I have addressed the many
design problems I faced when developing the prototype. These problems
were handled in a practical way by combining game design theory with my
own personal expertise in game creation. It’s worth noting that several of
the design decisions I made might have been done differently, and that the
present combat system could be improved. As a result, future study might
focus on improving Battle Arena overall in all aspects and introducing new
features. I am looking forward to improving the game and adding it online
so that gamers can test it and I can collect feedback that will slowly improve
it. I might also look into expanding my development team so that the game
will improve in visuals, audio and overall core game mechanics.
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Conclusions

Hopefully, at this time, the readers have a better idea of the framework and
beauty of Battle Arena, and the design process that went into its creation.
This section will concentrate on identifying important parts of the games
project life cycle as a whole which went smoothly or badly. Several of these
features of progress will fit within the categories defined by lessons learned
that discusses what I learned from this project and how I could improve if I
had to restart this project.
The main design goal of this project was to answers to the following questions:
What are the necessary things to understand when starting a multiplayer
game project. What are the core game mechanics and are they suitable for
online play or local play. What kind of results can be expected from design
coop multiplayer games and how these results can better help in developing
future game titles. The design goal of Battle Arena was to promote interest
in game development attitudes by showcasing that any idea can turned into a
game with limited experience and planning. The game prototype was created
in order to test the design solutions in the real world. Despite the fact that
the present version has apparent usability issues owing to its incomplete
state. The creation of a game design should be done with care and caution.
It’s tempting to let ones self imagination get the best of them, which might
lead to excessively ambitious or unrealistic plans. Even while pushing limits
is a necessity for innovation, and originality in and of itself is a cause of
excellent design, it is critical for a game designer to consider the potential
consequences of every individual project. Especially if you’re pressed for time
or have a limited budget. It is critical to build a coherent vision. During the
initial design process, I found out the hard way to avoid dropping too many
open-ended or unresolved questions. It’s a good idea for game designers to
imagine what, how, and why everything in the game they’re working on will
happen. Clearly, it is difficult to consider every conceivable circumstance
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and conclusion in advance of a game. When developing and testing design
concepts, anticipate the unexpected. Preventive planning, on the other hand,
will almost certainly save time down the line while developing. Begin with
the fundamentals. When creating a game, it’s critical to start with the
fundamental game play aspects. Before going on to the designing of the looks,
the functionality must be thoroughly specified and developed and tested.
During the development and play testing of the games fundamental features,
certain visuals will emerge spontaneously. Use paper prototyping, to test
various game play mechanics, paper prototyping is cost effective and a great
tool. If it is the situation, it would save a substantial amount of time that
might be better spent on the validation of whatever you are developing. The
pace of the game being created will determine whenever electronic prototypes
should be built. In certain situations, deploying new prototypes would be the
only choice. Print prototypes, on the other hand, are an excellent way to weed
out bad ideas and identify which ones should be prototyped electronically
based on a preliminary evaluation of their prospects.
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Figure A.1: Raw results from first play test
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Figure A.2: First play test results in a chart
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Figure A.3: Raw results from second play test
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Figure A.4: Second play test results in a chart
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Figure A.5: Raw results from third play test
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Figure A.6: Third play test results in a chart
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Figure A.7: Raw results from final play test
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Figure A.8: Final play test results in a chart
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